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Abstract

In this study, we introduce the notion of a geometric constraint. We
then derive a probability measure by maximizing the Shannon entropy un-
der this constraint and show that in the general case it embeds gravity in
the form of a general linear gauge theory. We further show that the mea-
sure, when restricted to spinors, accepts only two observables: one having
SU(2) × U(1) gauge symmetry and the other having the SU(3) gauge sym-
metry. At the fundamental level of quantum mechanics this time, some
interesting results are obtained; first, purely from entropy and geometry,
a plausible origin for the wave function along with the Born rule is re-
vealed; second, in this framework the wave-function collapse problem is
avoided and instead superseded by a theory of instrumentation, satisfying
the axioms of quantum mechanics and “burrowed” from within statistical
mechanics, which we call the metrological interpretation. The key idea of
our method is to connect geometry with the theory of probability by using
the trace. The trace can be seen as the expected eigenvalues of the matrix
times the dimension of the vector space, and the eigenvalues are the ra-
tios of the distortion of the geometric transformation associated with the
matrix. This provided us with the means to connect quantum-mechanics,
entropy, and geometry in all its generality.

Keywords: Gravity, quantum physics, standard model, geometric constraint

1 Introduction

A new form of constraint referred to as the geometric constraint is introduced.
This constraint extends the tools of statistical mechanics to geometric and quan-
tum systems.

Using this constraint, the entropy is maximized to produce a geometric prob-
ability measure. The measure, via its general linear invariance, supports gravity
in any dimensions and in four-dimensions (4D) spinors accepts only two observ-
ables: one having the SU(2) × U(1) gauge symmetry and the other having the
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SU(3) gauge symmetry. This makes the method particularly interesting because
it accepts some notion of particle physics in addition to gravity.

The key idea is to connect geometry and the probability theory using the
trace. The trace accepts a probability interpretation[1] as the expectation value
of the eigenvalues times the dimension of the vector space. It also connects to
the geometry as the eigenvalues are the ratio of the distortion of the geometric
transformation associated with the matrix.

The geometric constraint is defined as

trM =
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) trM(q), (1)

where M is an arbitrary n×n matrix, and Q is a statistical ensemble. Here,
trM denotes the expectation value of the statistically weighted sum of matrices
M(q) parametrized over the ensemble Q.

Alternatively (and preferably), we may use the geometric algebra to define
the constraint. We will use this approach in this paper. In this case, it will be
defined as

tru =
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) tru(q), (2)

where u is an arbitrary multi-vector of G(n,R). In either case, the con-
straints are equally expressive, but the use of multi-vectors rather than matri-
ces makes the geometric character of the method stand out. More details on
geometric algebra are provided in the method section.

In statistical mechanics, using this equality as a constraint on the entropy
is a claim that we can observe (up to a phase) the distortions produced by any
geometric transformations in nature and that the permissible statistics preserve
the expectation value of these distortions. For instance, a statistical system
measured exclusively using a ruler, clock, and protractor will carry, following our
entropy maximization procedure, the Lorentz group symmetry in its associated
probability measure.

In statistical mechanics, constraints are used to derive the Gibbs measure
using Lagrange multipliers[2] by maximizing the entropy.

For instance, an energy constraint on the entropy is

E =
!

q∈Q
ρ(q)E(q), (3)

which is associated with an energy meter measuring the system energy and
producing a series of energy measurements E1, E2, . . . converging to an expec-
tation value E.

Another common constraint is that of the volume
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V =
!

q∈Q
ρ(q)V (q), (4)

which is associated with a volume meter acting on the system by producing a
sequence of measurements of the volume V1, V2, . . . converging to an expectation
value V .

Moreover, the sum over the statistical ensemble must be equal to 1, as shown
below.

1 =
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) (5)

With equations (3) and (5), the typical system of statistical mechanics is
obtained by maximizing the entropy using its corresponding Lagrange equation.
The Lagrange multipliers method is expressed as

L = −kB
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) ln ρ(q) + λ

"

#1−
!

q∈Q
ρ(q)

$

%+ β

"

#E −
!

q∈Q
ρ(q)E(q)

$

% , (6)

where, λ and β are Lagrange multipliers.
Therefore, solving ∂L

∂ρ = 0 for ρ, we obtain the Gibbs measure as

ρ(q,β) =
1

Z(β)
exp(−βE(q)), (7)

where,

Z(β) =
!

q∈Q
exp(−βE(q)). (8)

In our procedure, we replace (3) with trM, and the constraint is now ge-
ometric. Instead of energy meters or volume meters, we have rulers, clocks,
protractors, stretch meters, shear meters, and torsion meters.

For our procedure to properly connect to quantum mechanics, the statisti-
cal interpretation of the entropy must be altered with respect to its statistical
mechanics interpretation. The probability measure will be interpreted as quanti-
fying the information associated with the receipt of a message of measurements.
Therefore, we replace the Boltzmann entropy with the Shannon entropy. This
replacement does not change the form of the mathematical equation for the
entropy (the expressions for the Boltzmann and the Shannon entropies are the
same up to a multiplication constant) but only the final interpretation (discus-
sion, section 5).

The corresponding Lagrange equation is
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L = −
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) ln ρ(q) + λ

"

#1−
!

q∈Q
ρ(q)

$

%+ τ

"

#tru−
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) tru(q)

$

% , (9)

and it is now sufficient to solve ∂L
∂ρ = 0 for ρ to obtain the solution.

The manuscript is organized as follows: In the methods section, referencing
the work of Lundholm[3], we will introduce a number of tools using geometric
algebra. Specifically, we will introduce the notion of a determinant for multi-
vectors and notions of a Clifford conjugate generalizing the complex conjugate.
These tools will allow us to entirely express our results geometrically.

In the results section, we will present two solutions to the Lagrange equation.
The first is a recovery of standard non-relativistic quantum mechanics, which
occurs when the matrix is reduced from an arbitrary matrix to a representation
of the imaginary number. The second is the general case with an arbitrary
matrix.

We then expand upon our initial results by introducing a geometric foun-
dation to quantum mechanics, both in two-dimensional (2D) and 4D consistent
with the general solution. In this foundation, the self-adjoint observables are
generalized to observables equal to their Clifford conjugate. Remarkably, in
4D, we obtain an even more sophisticated relation for observables pitting four
terms, which together uniquely satisfy the SU(2) × U(1) and the SU(3) gauge
symmetry. Lastly, for this section, we produce a gauge theory of gravity, which
exploits the flexibility of our probability measure to remain normalizable and
invariant with respect to all general linear transformation (and superposition
thereof) which be believe are required to accommodate gravity.

Finally, in the discussion, we introduce an interpretation of quantum me-
chanics consistent with its newly revealed origin as the measure maximizing the
Shannon entropy subject to constrainment by geometric measurements, which
we call the metrological interpretation. In this interpretation, the measurements
and the constraint they entail on the entropy are considered more fundamental
than the wave function which is entirely derivable from them. The end prod-
uct is a theory which deprecates the measurement problem, superseding it with
theory of instrumentation, and provides a plausible account for the origins of
quantum mechanics in nature.

2 Methods

2.1 Notation

• Typography: Sets will be written using the blackboard bold typography
(e.g., L, W, and Q), unless a prior convention has already assigned it an-
other symbol. Matrices will be in bold uppercase (e.g., P and M), tuples,
vectors, and multi-vectors will be in bold lowercase (e.g., u, v, and g),
and most other constructions (e.g., scalars and functions) will have plain
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typography (e.g., a,A). The unit pseudo-scalar (of geometric algebra),
imaginary number, and identity matrix will be i, i, and I, respectively.

• Sets: The projection of a tuple p will be proji(p). As an example, the
elements of R2 = R1 × R2 are denoted as p = (x, y). The projection
operators are proj1(p) = x and proj2(p) = y. If projected over a set, the
results are proj1(R2) = R1 and proj2(R2) = R2. The size of a set X is |X|.
The symbol ∼= indicates a group isomorphism relation between two sets.
The symbol ≃ indicates equality if defined, or both undefined otherwise.

• Analysis: The asterisk z† denotes the complex conjugate of z.

• Matrix: The Dirac gamma matrices are γ0, γ1, γ2, and γ3. The Pauli
matrices are σx, σy, and σz. The dagger M† denotes the conjugate trans-
pose of M. The commutator is defined as [M,P] : MP − PM and the
anti-commutator is defined as {M,P} : MP+PM.

• Geometric algebra: The elements of an arbitrary curvilinear geometric ba-
sis will be denoted as e0, e1, e2, . . . , en (such that eν · eµ = gµν), and
x̂0, x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂n (such that x̂µ · x̂ν = ηµν) if they are orthonormal. A
geometric algebra of m dimensions over a field F is denoted as G(m,F).
The grades of a multi-vector is denoted as 〈v〉k. Specifically, 〈v〉0 is a
scalar, 〈v〉1 is a vector, 〈v〉2 is a bi-vector, 〈v〉n−1 is a pseudo-vector, and
〈v〉n is a pseudo-scalar. A scalar and a vector such as 〈v〉0 + 〈v〉1 form a
para-vector, and a combination of even grades (〈v〉0+〈v〉2+〈v〉4+ . . . ) or
odd grades (〈v〉1+〈v〉3+. . . ) form even or odd multi-vectors, respectively.

Let G(2,R) be the 2D geometric algebra over the reals. We can write a
general multi-vector of G(2,R) as u = a+ x+ b, where a is a scalar, x is
a vector, and b is a pseudo-scalar.

Let G(4,R) be the 4D geometric algebra over the reals. We can write
a general multi-vector of G(4,R) as u = a + x + f + v + b, where a is
a scalar, x is a vector, f is a bivector, v is a pseudo-vector, and b is a
pseudo-scalar.

2.2 Geometric constraints

Definition 1 (Geometric constraints). Let M be a n × n matrix and let Q be
a statistical ensemble. Then, this equality constraint is

trM =
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) trM(q), (10)

which is called a geometric constraint.
The geometric constraint can also be represented using a multi-vector u of a

geometric algebra G(4,R)
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tru =
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) tru(q), (11)

The trace trM or tru denotes the expectation value of the statistically
weighted sum of matrices M(q) or of multi-vectors u(q) parametrized over the
ensemble Q.

2.3 Geometric representation of matrices

The notation will be significantly improved if we use a geometric representation
of matrices, which we introduce in this section.

2.3.1 Geometric representation of 2x2 real matrices

Let G(2,R) be the 2D geometric algebra over the reals. We can write a general
multi-vector of G(2,R) as

u = a+ x+ b, (12)

where, a is a scalar, x is a vector, and b is a pseudo-scalar.
Each multi-vector has a structure-preserving (addition/multiplication) ma-

trix representation.

Definition 2 (2D geometric representation ).

a+ xx̂+ yŷ + bx̂ ∧ ŷ ∼=
&
a+ x −b+ y
b+ y a− x

'
(13)

The converse is also true; each 2 × 2 real matrix is represented as a multi-
vector of G(2,R).

We can define the determinant using constructs of geometric algebra[3]. The
determinant of u is

Definition 3 (Geometric representation of the determinant 2D).

det : G(2,R) −→ R
u )−→ u‡u, (14)

where, u‡ is

Definition 4 (Clifford conjugate 2D).

u‡ := 〈u〉0 − 〈u〉1 − 〈u〉2. (15)
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For example,

detu = (a− x− b)(a+ x+ b) (16)

= a2 − x2 − y2 + b2 (17)

= det

&
a+ x −b+ y
b+ y a− x

'
(18)

Finally, we defined the Clifford transpose.

Definition 5 (2D Clifford transpose). The Clifford transpose is the geometric
analogue to the conjugate transpose. The conjugate transpose can be interpreted
as a transpose followed by an element-by-element application of the complex
conjugate. Here, the Clifford transpose is a transpose followed by an element-
by-element application of the Clifford conjugate.

(

)*
u00 . . . u0n

...
. . .

...
um0 . . . umn

+

,-

‡

=

(

)*
u‡
00 . . . u‡

m0
...

. . .
...

um0 . . . u‡
nm

+

,- (19)

If applied to a vector, then

(

)*
v1

...
vm

+

,-

‡

=
.
v‡
1 . . .v‡

m

/
(20)

2.3.2 Geometric representation of 4x4 real matrices

Let G(4,R) be the 2D geometric algebra over the reals. We can write a general
multi-vector of G(4,R) as

u = a+ x+ f + v + b, (21)

where, a is a scalar, x is a vector, f is a bi-vector, v is a pseudo-vector, and
b is a pseudo-scalar.

Each multi-vector has a structure-preserving (addition/multiplication) ma-
trix representation. The multi-vectors of G(4,R) are represented as follows:

Definition 6 (4D geometric representation).

a+ tγ0 + xγ1 + yγ2 + zγ3

+ f01γ0 ∧ γ1 + f02γ0 ∧ γ2 + f03γ0 ∧ γ3 + f23γ2 ∧ γ3 + f13γ1 ∧ γ3 + f12γ1 ∧ γ2

+ vtγ1 ∧ γ2 ∧ γ3 + vxγ0 ∧ γ2 ∧ γ3 + vyγ0 ∧ γ1 ∧ γ3 + vzγ0 ∧ γ1 ∧ γ2

+ bγ0 ∧ γ1 ∧ γ2 ∧ γ3
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∼=

!

""#

a+ x0 − if12 − iv3 f13 − if23 + v2 − iv1 −ib+ x3 + f03 − iv0 x1 − ix2 + f01 − if02
−f13 − if23 − v2 − iv1 a+ x0 + if12 + iv3 x1 + ix2 + f01 + if02 −ib− x3 − f03 − iv0
−ib− x3 + f03 + iv0 −x1 + ix2 + f01 − if02 a− x0 − if12 + iv3 f13 − if23 − v2 + iv1

−x1 − ix2 + f01 + if02 −ib+ x3 − f03 + iv0 −f13 − if23 + v2 + iv1 a− x0 + if12 − iv3

$

%%&

(22)

Here, the converse is not true, that is, it is only a subset of a 4×4 real matrix
that can be represented as a multi-vector of G(4,R). However, the 4D multi-
vector only grabs a fraction of 4 × 4 complex matrices. Moreover, since both
the 4 × 4 matrices and multi-vectors of G(4,R) have 16 independent variables
and their determinants are real-valued, they have similar properties.

In 4D, we can define the determinant solely using constructs of geometric
algebra[3]. The determinant of u is

Definition 7 (4D geometric representation of determinant).

det : G(4,R) −→ R (23)

u )−→ ⌊u‡u⌋3,4u‡u, (24)

where, u‡ is

Definition 8 (4D Clifford conjugate).

u‡ := 〈u〉0 − 〈u〉1 − 〈u〉2 + 〈u〉3 + 〈u〉4, (25)

where ⌊m⌋{3,4} is the blade-conjugate of degrees 3 and 4 (flipping the plus
sign to a minus sign for blades 3 and 4)

⌊u⌋{3,4} := 〈u〉0 + 〈u〉1 + 〈u〉2 − 〈u〉3 − 〈u〉4. (26)

2.4 Unitary gauge (Recap)

Quantum electrodynamics are obtained by gauging the wave function with U(1).
The U(1) invariance results from the usage of the complex norm in ordinary
quantum theory. A parametrization of ψ over a differentiable manifold is re-
quired to support this derivation. Localizing the invariance group θ → θ(x) over
the said parametrization yields the corresponding covariant derivative, which is
given by

Dµ = ∂µ + iqAµ(x), (27)

where, Aµ(x) is the gauge field.
If a gauge transformation is applied to ψ and Aµ, then

ψ → e−iqθ(x)ψ and Aµ → Aµ + ∂µθ(x). (28)

The covariant derivative is
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Dµψ = ∂µψ + iqAµψ (29)

→ ∂µ(e
−iqθ(x)ψ) + iq(Aµ + ∂µθ(x))(e

−iqθ(x)ψ) (30)

= e−iqθ(x)Dµψ. (31)

Finally, the field is expressed as

Fµν = [Dµ,Dν ], (32)

where Dµ is the covariant derivative with respect to the potential one-form
Aµ = A α

µ Tα, and Tα are the generators of the lie algebra of U(1).

3 Result

3.1 Non-relativistic quantum mechanics

In this section, we recover non-relativistic quantum mechanics using the La-
grange multipliers method and a geometric constraint.

Instead of the Boltzmann entropy, we use the Shannon entropy.

S = −
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) ln ρ(q) (33)

In statistical mechanics, we use ”scalar” constraints on the entropy, such as
the energy meter and volume meter. These are sufficient for recovering the Gibbs
ensemble but insufficient for recovering quantum mechanics. A “specialized”
geometric constraint which is invariant for a complex phase, is defined as

tr

&
0 −b

b 0

'
=

!

q∈Q
ρ(q) tr

&
0 −b(q)

b(q) 0,

'
(34)

where,

&
a(q) −b(q)
b(q) a(q)

'
∼= a(q) + ib(q) is the matrix representation of the

complex numbers. Similar to the energy meter or volume meter, geometric
instruments produce a sequence of measurements converging to an expectation
value, but such measurements have a phase invariance. The trace grants and
enforces this phase invariance.

The Lagrangian equation that maximizes the entropy subject to this con-
straint is

L = −
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) ln(q) + α

"

#1−
!

q∈Q
ρ(q)

$

%+ τ

"

#tr

&
0 −b

b 0

'
−

!

q∈Q
ρ(q) tr

&
0 −b(q)

b(q) 0

'$

%

(35)
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Maximizing this equation for ρ by posing ∂L
∂ρ(q) = 0, we obtain

∂L
∂ρ(q)

= − ln ρ(q)− 1− α− τ tr

&
0 −b(q)

b(q) 0

'
(36)

0 = ln ρ(q) + 1 + α+ τ tr

&
0 −b(q)

b(q) 0

'
(37)

=⇒ ln ρ(q) = −1− α− τ tr

&
0 −b(q)

b(q) 0

'
(38)

=⇒ ρ(q) = exp(−1− α) exp

0
−τ tr

&
0 −b(q)

b(q) 0

'1
(39)

=
1

Z(τ)
det exp

0
−τ

&
0 −b(q)

b(q) 0

'1
, (40)

where, Z(τ) is obtained as

1 =
!

q∈Q
exp(−1− α) exp

0
−τ tr

&
0 −b(q)

b(q) 0

'1
(41)

=⇒ (exp(−1− α))
−1

=
!

q∈Q
exp

0
−τ tr

&
0 −b(q)

b(q) 0

'1
(42)

Z(τ) :=
!

q∈Q
det exp

0
−τ

&
0 −b(q)

b(q) 0.

'1
(43)

The exponential of the trace is equal to the determinant of the exponential
via the relation det expA ≡ exp trA.

Finally, we obtained

ρ(τ, q) =
1

Z(τ)
det exp

0
−τ

&
0 −b(q)

b(q) 0

'1
(44)

∼= | exp−iτb(q)|2 Born rule (45)

Renaming τ → t/! and b(q) → H(q) recovers the familiar form of

ρ(q) =
1

Z
|exp(−itH(q)/!)|2 . (46)

or in even a more familiar form

ρ(q) =
1

Z
|ψ(q)|2 , where ψ(q) = exp(−itH(q)/!). (47)

With this, we can show that all three Dirac Von-Neumann axioms and the
Born rule are satisfied, thus providing an origin story for quantum mechanics
linked to entropy and geometry.
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Indeed, from (47), we can identify the wave function as the vector of some or-
thogonal space (in this case, a complex Hilbert space) and the partition function
as its inner product expressed as

Z = 〈ψ|ψ〉 . (48)

After normalization, the physical states are its unit vectors. The probability
of any particular state is given as

ρ(q) =
1

〈ψ|ψ〉 (ψ(q))
†ψ(q). (49)

Finally, any self-adjoint matrix, defined as 〈Oψ|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|Oψ〉, will corre-
spond to a real-valued statistical mechanics observable if measured in its eigen-
basis.

The equivalence is complete.

3.2 Probability measure of all geometric measurements

Here, we investigate the arbitrary geometric constraint

trM =
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) trM(q), (50)

where M is the arbitrary n× n matrix.
We note that we could have used an arbitrary multi-vector u of G(4,R)

instead of M; the steps of the derivation are the same.
The Lagrange equation used to maximize the entropy subject to this con-

straint is expressed as

L = −
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) ln(q) + α

"

#1−
!

q∈Q
ρ(q)

$

%+ τ

"

#trM−
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) trM(q)

$

% ,

(51)

where α and τ are the Lagrange multipliers.
Maximizing this equation for ρ by posing ∂L

∂ρ(q) = 0, we obtain

∂L
∂ρ(q)

= − ln ρ(q)− 1− α− τ trM(q) (52)

0 = ln ρ(q) + 1 + α+ τ trM(q) (53)

=⇒ ln ρ(q) = −1− α− τ trM(q) (54)

=⇒ ρ(q) = exp(−1− α) exp(−τ trM(q)) (55)

=
1

Z(τ)
det exp(−τM(q)) (56)
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where, Z(τ) is obtained as

1 =
!

q∈Q
exp(−1− α) exp(−τ trM(q)) (57)

=⇒ (exp(−1− α))
−1

=
!

q∈Q
exp(−τ trM(q)) (58)

Z(τ) :=
!

q∈Q
det exp(−τM(q)) (59)

The resulting probability measure is

ρ(q, τ) =
1

Z(τ)
det exp(−τM(q)), (60)

where

Z(τ) =
!

q∈Q
det exp(−τM(q)). (61)

Posing ψ(q, τ) = exp(−τM(q)), we can write ρ(q, τ) = detψ(q, τ), where the
determinant acts as a ”generalized Born rule,” connecting in this case a general
linear amplitude to a real number representing a probability.

It is the sophistication of the general linear amplitude along with the deter-
minant acting as a ”generalized Born rule” that increases the opportunity to
support both general relativity and the standard model, while nonetheless be-
having as a consistent physical system due to having its origins solidly anchored
in the robust framework of statistical mechanics.

4 Geometric foundation of physics

In this section, we investigate the main result as a general linear quantum theory.
In addition, we introduce the algebra of geometric observables applicable to
the general linear wave function. The 2D case constitutes a special case
whose definitions have direct correspondences with those of ordinary quantum
mechanics. The 4D case is significantly more sophisticated than the 2D case,
and will be investigated immediately after.

4.1 2D axiomatic definition of the algebra

Let V be an m-dimensional vector space over G(2,R). A subset of vectors in V
forms an algebra of observables A(V) if the following holds:
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A) ∀ψ ∈ A(V), the sesquilinear map

〈·, ·〉 : V× V −→ G(2,R)
〈u,v〉 )−→ u‡v (62)

is positive-definite when u = v, that is 〈ψ,ψ〉 > 0

B) ∀ψ ∈ A(V). Then, for each element ψ(q) ∈ ψ, the function

ρ(ψ(q),ψ) =
1

〈ψ,ψ〉ψ(q)
‡ψ(q) (63)

is positive-definite: ρ(ψ(q),ψ) > 0

We note the following comments and definitions:

• From A) and B), it follows that ∀ψ ∈ A(V), the probabilities sum up to
unity:

!

ψ(q)∈ψ

ρ(ψ(q),ψ) = 1 (64)

• ψ is called a natural (or physical) state.

• 〈ψ,ψ〉 is called the partition function of ψ.

• If 〈ψ,ψ〉 = 1, then ψ is called a unit vector.

• ρ(q,ψ) is called the probability measure (or generalized Born rule) of ψ(q).

• The set of all matrices T acting on ψ as Tψ → ψ′, making the sum of
probabilities normalized (invariant).

!

ψ(q)∈ψ

ρ(ψ(q),Tψ) =
!

ψ(q)∈ψ

ρ(ψ(q),ψ) = 1 (65)

are the natural transformations of ψ.

• A matrix O such that ∀u∀v ∈ A(V) :

〈Ou,v〉 = 〈u,Ov〉 (66)

is called an observable.

• The expectation value of an observable O is

〈O〉 = 1

〈ψ,ψ〉 〈Oψ,ψ〉 (67)
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4.2 Observable in 2D — self-adjoint operator

The general case of an observable in 2D is investigated in this section. A matrix
O is an observable if it is a self-adjoint operator. It is defined as

〈Oφ,ψ〉 = 〈φ,Oψ〉 (68)

∀u∀v ∈ V.

Setup: Let O =

&
o00 o01

o10 o11

'
be an observable. Let φ and ψ be two two-state

vectors of multi-vectors φ =

&
φ1

φ2

'
and ψ =

&
ψ1

ψ2

'
. Here, the components φ1,

φ2, ψ1, ψ2, o00, o01, o10, o11 are multi-vectors of G(2,R).

Derivation: 1. Calculate 〈Oφ,ψ〉:

2〈Oφ,ψ〉 = (o00φ1 + o01φ2)
‡ψ1 +ψ‡

1(o00φ1 + o01φ2)

+ (o10φ1 + o11φ2)
‡ψ2 +ψ‡

2(o10φ1 + o11φ2) (69)

= φ1
‡o‡

00ψ1 + φ‡
2o

‡
01ψ1 +ψ‡

1o00φ1 +ψ‡
1o01φ2

+ φ‡
1o

‡
10ψ2 + φ‡

2o
‡
11ψ2 +ψ‡

2o10φ1 +ψ‡
2o11φ2 (70)

2. Now, 〈φ,Oψ〉:

2〈φ,Oψ〉 = φ‡
1(o00ψ1 + o01ψ2) + (o00ψ1 + o01ψ2)

‡φ1

+ φ‡
2(o10ψ1 + o11ψ2) + (o10ψ1 + o11ψ2)

‡φ1 (71)

= φ‡
1o00ψ1 + φ‡

1o01ψ2 +ψ‡
1o

‡
00φ1 +ψ‡

2o
‡
01φ1

+ φ‡
2o10ψ1 + φ‡

2o11ψ2 +ψ‡
1o

‡
10φ1 +ψ‡

2o
‡
11φ1 (72)

For 〈Oφ,ψ〉 = 〈φ,Oψ〉 to be realized, these relations must hold:

o‡
00 = o00 (73)

o‡
01 = o10 (74)

o‡
10 = o01 (75)

o‡
11 = o11. (76)

Therefore, O must be equal to its own Clifford transpose. Thus, O is an
observable iff

O‡ = O, (77)
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which is equivalent to the self-adjoint operator O† = O of complex Hilbert
spaces.

The geometric sophistication of this geometric observable allows the proba-
bility measure to retain invariance over a larger class of geometric transforma-
tions than what is possible with unitary transformation. These transformations
are sufficiently flexible to support gravity while retaining valid observable statis-
tics.

4.3 Observable in 2D — eigenvalues / spectral theorem

The application of the spectral theorem to O‡ = O such that its eigenvalues are
real is as follows: Consider

O =

&
a00 a− xe1 − ye2 − be12

a+ xe1 + ye2 + be12 a11

'
, (78)

It follows that O‡ = O

O‡ =

&
a00 a− xe1 − ye2 − be12

a+ xe1 + ye2 + be12 a11

'
, (79)

This example is the most general 2× 2 matrix O such that O‡ = O.
The eigenvalues are obtained as

0 = det(O− λI) = det

&
a00 − λ a− xe1 − ye2 − be12

a+ xe1 + ye2 + be12 a11 − λ

'
, (80)

This implies that

0 = (a00 − λ)(a11 − λ)− (a− xe1 − ye2 − be12)(a+ xe1 + ye2 + be12 + a11)
(81)

0 = (a00 − λ)(a11 − λ)− (a2 − x2 − y2 + b2), (82)

Finally,

λ = {1
2

2
a00 + a11 −

3
(a00 − a11)2 + 4(a2 − x2 − y2 + b2)

4
, (83)

1

2

2
a00 + a11 +

3
(a00 − a11)2 + 4(a2 − x2 − y2 + b2)

4
} (84)

Note that, in the case where a00 − a11 = 0, the roots would be complex if
a2−x2−y2+b2 < 0, but we already stated that the determinant of real matrices
must be greater than zero because of the exponential maps to the orientation-
preserving general linear group. Therefore, it is the case where a2−x2−y2+b2 >
0 because this expression is the determinant of the multi-vector. Consequently,
for orientation-preserving transformations, O‡ = O implies that its roots are
real-valued, thus constituting a “geometric” observable in the traditional sense
of an observable whose eigenvalues are real-valued.
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4.4 2D left action

A left action on the wave function T |ψ〉 connects to the bilinear form as
〈ψ|T‡T |ψ〉. The invariance requirement on T is

〈ψ|T‡T |ψ〉 = 〈ψ|ψ〉 . (85)

Therefore, we are interested in the group of matrices such that

T‡T = I. (86)

Let us consider a two-state system. A general transformation is

T =

&
u v
w x

'
, (87)

where u, v, w, x are 2D multi-vectors. The expression T‡T is

T‡T =

&
v‡ u‡

w‡ x‡

' &
v w
u x

'
=

&
v‡v + u‡u v‡w + u‡x
w‡v + x‡u w‡w + x‡x

'
(88)

For the results to be the identity, it must be the case where

v‡v + u‡u = 1 (89)

v‡w + u‡x = 0 (90)

w‡v + x‡u = 0 (91)

w‡w + x‡x = 1 (92)

This is the case if

T =
1√

v‡v + u‡u

&
v u

−eϕu‡ eϕv‡

'
, (93)

where u, v are 2D multi-vectors and eϕ is a unit multi-vector. Comparatively,
the unitary case is obtained when the vector part of the multi-vector vanishes
x → 0, and is

U =
13

|a|2 + |b|2

&
a b

−eiθb† eiθa†

'
. (94)

We can show that T‡T = I as follows:
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=⇒ T‡T =
1

v‡v + u‡u

&
v‡ −e−ϕu
u‡ e−ϕv

' &
v u

−eϕu‡ eϕv‡

'
(95)

=
1

v‡v + u‡u

&
v‡v + u‡u v‡u− v‡u
u‡v − u‡v u‡u+ v‡v

'
(96)

= I. (97)

In the case where T and |ψ〉 are n-dimensional, we can find an expression
for it starting from a diagonal matrix.

D =

&
ex1x̂+y1ŷ+ib1 0

0 ex2x̂+y2ŷ+ib2

'
, (98)

where, T = PDP−1. It follows easily that D‡D = I because each diagonal
entry produces unity: e−x1x̂−y1ŷ−ib1ex1x̂+y1ŷ+ib1 = 1.

An arbitrary matrixT such thatT‡T = I can be expressed as an exponential

T = exp(−τA), (99)

where A‡ = −A. Then,

exp(−τA)
‡
exp(−τA) = exp(τA) exp(−τA) = I (100)

An example of a matrix A is

(

)*
x1 + b1 x3 + b3 . . .
x3 + b3 x2 + b2 . . .

...
...

. . .

+

,- (101)

In ordinary quantum mechanics, the equivalent relation is (eiH)†eiH =
e−iHeiH = I

4.5 Dynamics in 2D

We will now derive the relativistic dynamics in 2D.
We start with this equation

exp(−δτA) |ψ(τ)〉 = |ψ(τ + δτ)〉 . (102)

Now we approximate the exponential into a power series

exp(−δτA) |ψ(τ)〉 ≈ 1− δτA |ψ(τ)〉 . (103)
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We continue as follows

(1− δτA) |ψ(τ)〉 = |ψ(τ + δτ)〉 (104)

|ψ(τ)〉 − δτA |ψ(τ)〉 = |ψ(τ + δτ)〉 (105)

−δτA |ψ(τ)〉 = |ψ(τ + δτ)〉 − |ψ(τ)〉 (106)

−A |ψ(τ)〉 = |ψ(τ + δτ)〉 − |ψ(τ)〉
δτ

(107)

−A |ψ(τ)〉 = d |ψ(τ)〉
dτ

. (108)

In the case where we pose x → 0 (this corresponds to a reduction of the
SL(2, R) to the SO(1,1)), then A reduces to a matrix of pseudo-scalars, which
can be written as Ax→0 = iB. The corresponding equation is:

−iB |ψ(τ)〉 = d |ψ(τ)〉
dτ

, (109)

This compares to the Schrödinger equation which is

−iH |ψ(τ)〉 = d |ψ(τ)〉
dτ

, (110)

The wave function is the solution to this differential equation and is given
as

ψ(τ) = exp(−τ iB+ a) (111)

However, despite being nearly identical to the Schrödinger, here our equation
Lorentz is invariant due to the pseudo-scalar being a geometric object — we can
see it as follows:

ψ‡(τ)x̂0ψ(τ) = exp(−τ iB+ a)
‡
x̂0 exp(−τ iB+ a) (112)

= exp(τ iB+ a)x̂0 exp(−τ iB+ a) (113)

= exp(2a) exp(τ iB)x̂0 exp(−τ iB) (114)

= ρ exp(τ iB)x̂0 exp(−τ iB) (115)

But since i = x̂0x̂1 then B is bi-vector of G(4,R) and these corresponds to
a Lorentz rotor SO(1,1).

ψ‡(τ)x̂0ψ(τ) = ρ exp(τ x̂0x̂1B)x̂0 exp(−τ x̂0x̂1B) (116)
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The expression exp(τ x̂0x̂1B)x̂0 exp(−τ x̂0x̂1B) maps x̂0 to a curvilinear ba-
sis e0 via the application of the rotor and its reverse: exp(τ x̂0x̂1B) = R(τ) and

exp(−τ x̂0x̂1B) = 5R(τ)

R(τ)x̂0
5R(τ) = e0(τ) (117)

Therefore

ψ‡(τ)x̂0ψ(τ) = ρe0(τ) (118)

In the David Hestenes formulation of the relativistic wave function this is
simply the Dirac current, where e0(τ) is interpreted as the velocity v0, and ρv0
is the weighted probability that the particle has the given velocity.

In 1+1 spacetime, the other component of the current vector is

ψ‡(τ)x̂1ψ(τ) = ρe1(τ) (119)

David Hestenes[4] shows that this formulation is equivalent to other formu-
lations for the relativistic wave-function.

4.6 Algebra of geometric observables in 4D

The general case for a vector space over 4× 4 matrices is considered.
In 2D, we extended the complex Hilbert space to a ”geometric Hilbert space”

and found that the familiar properties of the complex Hilbert spaces were trans-
ferable to the geometry of the general linear group.

In 4D, we will not have the benefit of a direct correspondence.
The main roadblock is that in 4D, we need four multiplicands ⌊ψ‡ψ⌋3,4ψ‡ψ,

compared to the 2D case whose determinant is given by ψ‡ψ, which can be
interpreted as an inner product of two vectors. As such, we are unable to
produce a sesquilinear form of the inner product as we did for the 2D case.
Since there is no satisfactory inner product, there is no Hilbert space in the
usual sense of a complete inner product space.

Nevertheless, the quantum mechanics ”features” (wave-function measure-
ments, linear transformations, observables as matrix or operators, and interfer-
ence patterns in the probability measure) remain in the 4D case.

Our aim is to find the space that supports the general linear wave function
in 4D.

A ”tensor extension” can be created to the Hilbert space. In this case, the
role of the inner product is adopted by a “rank 4” tensor linking four vectors to
an element of G(4,R). In this environment, the typical concepts of quantum me-
chanics have equivalences, and the sophistication of the “rank 4” tensor’s Hilbert
space allows the wave function to accommodate all transformations which we
believe may be required to support general relativity in a quantum mechanical
theory while retaining valid probabilities for its observables.
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Let V be a m-dimensional vector space over the 4×4 real matrices. A subset
of vectors in V forms an algebra of observables A(V) if the following holds:

1. ∀ψ ∈ A(V), the quadri-sesquilinear form

〈·, ·, ·, ·〉 : V× V× V× V −→ G(4,R)

〈u,v,w,x〉 )−→
m!

i=1

⌊u‡
ivi⌋3,4w

‡
ixi (120)

is positive-definite when u = v = w = x; that is 〈ψ,ψ,ψ,ψ〉 > 0

2. ∀ψ ∈ A(V), then for each element ψ(q) ∈ ψ, the function

ρ(ψ(q),ψ) =
1

〈ψ,ψ,ψ,ψ〉 detψ(q), (121)

is positive-definite: ρ(ψ(q),ψ) > 0

We note the following properties, features, and comments:

• From A) and B), it follows that, ∀ψ ∈ A(V), and the probabilities sum to
unity.

!

ψ(q)∈ψ

ρ(ψ(q),ψ) = 1 (122)

• ψ is called a natural (or physical) state.

• 〈ψ,ψ,ψ,ψ〉 is called the partition function of ψ.

• If 〈ψ,ψ,ψ,ψ〉 = 1, then ψ is called a unit vector.

• ρ(ψ(q),ψ) is called the probability measure (or generalized Born rule) of
ψ(q).

• The set of all matrices T acting on ψ such as Tψ → ψ′ makes the sum
of probabilities normalized (invariant):

!

ψ(q)∈ψ

ρ(ψ(q),Tψ) =
!

ψ(q)∈ψ

ρ(ψ(q),ψ) = 1 (123)

are the natural transformations of ψ.

• A matrix O such that ∀u∀v∀w∀x ∈ V:

〈Ou,v,w,x〉 = 〈u,Ov,w,x〉 = 〈u,v,Ow,x〉 = 〈u,v,w,Ox〉 (124)

is called an observable.

• The expectation value of an observable O is

〈O〉 = 〈Oψ,ψ,ψ,ψ〉
〈ψ,ψ,ψ,ψ〉 (125)
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4.6.1 Observables

In 4D, an observable must satisfy equation 125:

⌊(Oψ)‡ψ⌋3,4ψ‡ψ = ⌊ψ‡Oψ⌋3,4ψ‡ψ = ⌊ψ‡ψ⌋3,4(Oψ)‡ψ = ⌊ψ‡ψ⌋3,4ψ‡Oψ
(126)

⌊ψ‡O‡ψ⌋3,4ψ‡ψ = ⌊ψ‡Oψ⌋3,4ψ‡ψ = ⌊ψ‡ψ⌋3,4ψ‡O‡ψ = ⌊ψ‡ψ⌋3,4ψ‡Oψ
(127)

Since the middle terms cancel ⌊ψ⌋3,4ψ‡ = 1, the relations can be simplified
as

e2a⌊ψ‡O‡⌋3,4ψ = e2a⌊ψ‡O⌋3,4ψ = e2a⌊ψ‡⌋3,4O‡ψ = e2a⌊ψ‡⌋3,4Oψ (128)

It follows that an observable must satisfy

⌊O‡⌋3,4 = ⌊O⌋3,4 = O‡ = O. (129)

This is readily satisfied in two cases: complex and bi-vector cases.

1. In the first case, if O ∈ Cn×n, then the relations are satisfied if O is self-
adjoint O† = O. The corresponding invariance group of the evolution of
this observable is unitary U†U = I.

2. In the second case, if O is a bi-vector, it is satisfied if O‡ = O. The corre-
sponding invariance group of the evolution of this observable is F ‡F = I.

As we will now see, if we then demand that each of these two cases, the
evolution preserve the invariance of the Dirac current, then the first and second
cases correspond to the SU(2) × U(1) and SU(3) groups, respectively.

4.6.2 SU(2)xU(1) group

We will now investigate the first case that satisfies the 4D relation for the
observables. This corresponds to the case where the observables are self-adjoint
O† = O and where the evolution is unitary U†U = I. We will be looking for
the most general unitary transformation, expressed as a multi-vector of G(4,R)
which leaves the Dirac current invariant.

Let u = a+ x+ f + v+ b be an arbitrary multi-vector of G(4,R), let M be
its matrix representation, and let ψ be the wave-function.

In the David Hestenes’ notation[4], the wave-function is given as

3
ρeibR, (130)
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where ρ represents a scalar probability density ρ = e4A, where eib is a com-
plex phase and where R is a rotor, expressed as the exponential of a bi-vector.

In our notation this is equivalent to squaring the wave-function followed by
the elimination of the shear and distortion terms x → 0 and v → 0.

ψ2|x→0,v→0 = e2a+2b+2f =
3
ρeibR (131)

We note “en passant” that our theory can be interpreted in some sense as
the square or “double-copy” of a quantum field theory, but this will not be
investigated here.

For now, we will restrict the set of multi-vectors eu to those multi-vectors
that realize the Dirac current and make it remain invariant after transformation.
Specifically, we wish to satisfy this relation

ψ‡γ0ψ = (euψ)‡(euψ) (132)

Let us now investigate.
Notably, x and v anti-commute with γ0, and therefore must be equal to

0 as they would otherwise not cancel out. Furthermore, the bi-vectors of u
have basis γ0γ1, γ0γ2, γ0γ3, γ1γ2, γ1γ3, and γ2γ3. Among these, only γ1γ2, γ1γ3,
and γ2γ3 commute with γ0; therefore, the rest must be equal to 0. Finally,
the pseudo-scalar anti-commutes with γ0, but this is fine as it must cancel in
the Dirac current. Therefore, the most general multi-vector that realizes the
definition of the Dirac current and retain its invariance is

u → a+ F12γ1γ2 + F13γ1γ3 + F23γ2γ3 + bγ0γ1γ2γ3 (133)

To see its physical significance, we noted γ1γ2 = Iσ3, γ1γ3 = Iσ2 and
γ2γ3 = Iσ1. The resulting multi-vector is unitary and is equal to

U = eu = e
1
2 I(F23σ1+F13σ2+F12σ3+b). (134)

The terms F23σ1 + F13σ2 + F12σ3 and b are responsible for the SU(2) and
U(1) symmetries, respectively. As reference we cite [5, 6], where David Hestenes
and later Lasenby constructs the electroweak sector (and discuss the chromo-
dynamics sector) using the geometric algebra associated with such invariance
conditions.

Here, SU(2) × U(1) results from ”casting” our general probability measure
into a requirement to preservice the invariance of the Dirac current. The ”cast-
ing” reduces the set of all multi-vector transformations ψ′ = euψ to only those
that leave the Dirac current ψ‡γ0ψ invariant. The resulting multi-vectors form
the SU(2) × U(1) group.
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4.6.3 SU(3) group

The second case will be investigated in this section. It corresponds to where the
observables is given as O‡ = O and where the evolution is F ‡F = I.

Let f be a bi-vector:

f = F01γ0γ1 + F02γ2γ0 + F03γ0γ3 + F23γ2γ3 + F13γ1γ3 + F12γ1γ2. (135)

Alternatively, we can write f as

f = (F01 + iF23)γ0γ1 + (F02 + iF13)γ2γ0 + (F03 + iF12)γ0γ3, (136)

where i is the G(4,R) pseudo-scalar.
The current F ‡γ0F is

F ‡γ0F = −Fγ0F = (F 2
01 + F 2

02 + F 2
03 + F 2

13 + F 2
23 + F 2

12)γ0 (137)

+ (−2F02F12 + 2F03F13)γ1 (138)

+ (−2F01F12 + 2F03F23)γ2 (139)

+ (−2F01F13 + 2F02E23)γ3 (140)

For F ‡γ0F to be make the Dirac current retain its invariance (Fψ)‡γ0Fψ =
ψ‡γ0ψ, the cross-product must vanish leaving only

F ‡γ0F = (F 2
01 + F 2

02 + F 2
03 + F 2

13 + F 2
23 + F 2

12)γ0, (141)

which is the SU(3) group.
With the previous SU(2) × U(1) result (case 1) and SU(3) (case 2), the 4D

geometric observables produce the symmetry group of the standard model of
particle physics, while leaving almost no room for anything different.

4.6.4 General linear gauge / Covariant Derivative

The fundamental invariance group of the general linear wave function is the
orientation-preserving general linear group GL+(n,R). Similar to quantum elec-
trodynamics (via the U(1) gauge) being an archetypal example of quantum field
theory (QFT), quantum gravity (via the GL+(n,R) gauge) will be the archety-
pal example of our system. Since this is the gauge of the probability measure,
it will find itself to be present in all Lagrangians compatible with our method
and should thus couple with everything, as we would expect from gravity.

The exponential term exp(−τM(q)) maps to a one-parameter subgroup of
the orientation as the resulting GL(n,R)-valued field can be viewed as the
Christoffel symbols Γµ and the commutator of the covariant derivatives as the
Riemann tensor. This is not a new result and has its roots in the initial results
by Utiyama[7] and Kibble[8].
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Alternative gauges also produce either general relativity or extensions thereof:
for instance, the Lorentz, Poincaré, or affine gauge. A state of the art summary
is available by P Holland[9].

Each of these gauges tends to produce slightly different versions of gravity.
Therefore, the correct gauge for gravity must still be identified experimentally.

Here we are content with introducing the covariant derivative associated
with our wave function, and shows that it couples to gravity. Our argument is
simply that any constructible dynamical theory will then by necessity include
gravity within our framework; it simply cannot be avoided.

The novelty with our method is that our wave function can now accom-
modate all transformations required to realize general relativity while retaining
invariance.

A general linear transformation is given by

ψ′(x) → gψ(x)g−1, (142)

The determinant will leave the probability measure of the wave function
invariant because

det
6
gψ(x)g−1

7
= detψ(x). (143)

The gauge-covariant derivative associated with this transformation is

Dµψ = ∂µψ − [iqAµ,ψ]. (144)

Finally, the field is given as

Rµν = [Dµ, Dν ], (145)

where, Rµν is the Riemann tensor.

4.7 Step towards falsifiable predictions

A number of falsifiable predictions is listed below.
The main idea is that a general linear wave function would allow a larger

class of interference patterns, compared to the tolerance with the complex inter-
ference. The general linear interference pattern includes all the ways in which
space-time can interfere with itself, including those resulting from rotations,
boosts, shear, torsion, etc.

As a secondary idea, it is also plausible that an Aharonov–Bohm effect ex-
periment on gravity[10] could detect a general linear phase.

An interference pattern follows from a linear combination of u and v, and
the application of the determinant:
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det(u+ v) = detu+ detv + extra-terms (146)

The sum of the probability and extra terms, detu + detv, represents the
interference term.

We use the extra terms to define a bilinear form using the dot product
notation.

· : G(2n,R)×G(2n,R) −→ R (147)

u · v )−→ 1

2
(det(u+ v)− detu− detv) (148)

For example, in 2D, we have

u = a1 + x1e1 + y1e2 + b1e12 (149)

v = a2 + x2e1 + y2e2 + b2e12 (150)

=⇒ u · v = a1a2 + b1b2 − x1x2 − y1y2. (151)

If detu > 0 and detv > 0, then u · v is always positive, thereby qualifying
as a positive-definite inner product, but no greater than either detu or detv,
whichever is greater. Therefore, it also satisfies the conditions of an interference
term.

• In 2D, the dot product is equivalent to the form

1

2
(det(u+ v)− detu− detv) =

1

2

6
(u+ v)‡(u+ v)− u‡u− v‡v

7

(152)

= u‡u+ u‡v + v‡u+ v‡v − u‡u− v‡v
(153)

= u‡v + v‡u (154)

• In 4D, it is substantially more complex:

1

2
(det(u+ v)− detu− detv) (155)

=
1

2

6
⌊(u+ v)‡(u+ v)⌋3,4(u+ v)‡(u+ v)− ⌊u‡u⌋3,4u‡u− ⌊v‡v⌋3,4v‡v

7

(156)

=
1

2

6
⌊u‡u+ u‡v + v‡u+ v‡v⌋3,4(u‡u+ u‡v + v‡u+ v‡v)− . . .

7

(157)
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= ⌊u‡u⌋3,4u‡u+ ⌊u‡u⌋3,4u‡v + ⌊u‡u⌋3,4v‡u+ ⌊u‡u⌋3,4v‡v

+ ⌊u‡v⌋3,4u‡u+ ⌊u‡v⌋3,4u‡v + ⌊u‡v⌋3,4v‡u+ ⌊u‡v⌋3,4v‡v

+ ⌊v‡u⌋3,4u‡u+ ⌊v‡u⌋3,4u‡v + ⌊v‡u⌋3,4v‡u+ ⌊v‡u⌋3,4v‡v

+ ⌊v‡v⌋3,4u‡u+ ⌊v‡v⌋3,4u‡v + ⌊v‡v⌋3,4v‡u+ ⌊v‡v⌋3,4v‡v − . . .
(158)

= ⌊u‡u⌋3,4u‡v + ⌊u‡u⌋3,4v‡u+ ⌊u‡u⌋3,4v‡v

+ ⌊u‡v⌋3,4u‡u+ ⌊u‡v⌋3,4u‡v + ⌊u‡v⌋3,4v‡u+ ⌊u‡v⌋3,4v‡v

+ ⌊v‡u⌋3,4u‡u+ ⌊v‡u⌋3,4u‡v + ⌊v‡u⌋3,4v‡u+ ⌊v‡u⌋3,4v‡v

+ ⌊v‡v⌋3,4u‡u+ ⌊v‡v⌋3,4u‡v + ⌊v‡v⌋3,4v‡u (159)

A simpler version of this interference pattern is possible when the general
linear group is reduced.

Complex interference:
A reduction of the general linear group to the circle group reduces the in-

terference pattern to a complex interference.

|ψ1 + ψ2|2 = |ψ1|2 + |ψ2|2 + 2|ψ1||ψ2| cos (φ1 − φ2) (160)

Deep spinor interference:
A reduction to the spinor group reduces the interference pattern to a ”deep

spinor rotation”.
Consider a two-state wave function (we note that [f ,b] = 0)).

ψ = ψ1 + ψ2 = ea1ef1eb1 + ea2ef2eb2 (161)

The geometric interference pattern for a full general linear transformation
in 4D is given by

⌊ψ‡ψ⌋3,4ψ‡ψ. (162)

Starting with the sub-product

ψ‡ψ = (ea1e−f1eb1 + ea2e−f2eb2)(ea1ef1eb1 + ea2ef2eb2) (163)

= ea1e−f1eb1ea1ef1eb1 + ea1e−f1eb1ea2ef2eb2

+ ea2e−f2eb2ea1ef1eb1 + ea2e−f2eb2ea2ef2eb2 (164)

= e2a1e2b1 + e2a2e2b2 + ea1+a2eb1+b2(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1) (165)

The full product is expressed as
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⌊ψ‡ψ⌋3,4ψ‡ψ =
6
e2a1e−2b1 + e2a2e−2b2 + ea1+a2e−b1−b2(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1)

7

×
6
e2a1e2b1 + e2a2e2b2 + ea1+a2eb1+b2(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1

7

(166)

= e2a1e−2b1e2a1e2b1 + e2a1e−2b1e2a2e2b2 + e2a1e−2b1ea1+a2eb1+b2(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1)

+ e2a2e−2b2e2a1e2b1 + e2a2e−2b2e2a2e2b2 + e2a2e−2b2ea1+a2eb1+b2(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1)

+ ea1+a2e−b1−b2(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1)e2a1e2b1

+ ea1+a2e−b1−b2(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1)e2a2e2b2

+ ea1+a2e−b1−b2(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1)ea1+a2eb1+b2(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1)
(167)

= e4a1 + e4a2 + 2e2a1+2a2 cos(2b1 − 2b2) (168)

+ ea1+a2(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1)( (169)

e2a1(e−b1+b2 + eb1−b2) (170)

+ e2a2(eb1−b2 + e−b1+b2)) (171)

+ e2a1+2a2(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1)2 (172)

= e4a1 + e4a2

8 9: ;
sum

+2e2a1+2a2 cos(2b1 − 2b2)8 9: ;
complex interference

+ 2ea1+a2(e2a1 + e2a2)(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1)(cos(B1 −B2)) + e2A1+2A2(e−f1ef2 + e−f2ef1)28 9: ;
deep spinor interference

(173)

Finally, we stress that the general linear interference pattern occurs in the
context of quantum gravity, as the ordinary quantum field theory reduces to a
typical complex interference.

5 Discussion

We have recovered the foundations of quantum mechanics using the tools of
statistical mechanics to maximize the entropy. In doing so we have replaced the
Boltzmann entropy with the Shannon entropy, and this has an impact on the
resulting interpretation. In contrast to the multiple interpretations of quantum
mechanics, the interpretation of statistical mechanics is singular and free of
paradoxes, and this will carry over to our interpretation.

The resulting interpretation of quantum mechanics is minimal, free of para-
doxes, we believe palatable, and almost tautological.

Definition 9 (Metrological interpretation). There exist instruments that record
sequences of measurements on systems. These measurements are unique up to
a geometric phase, and the Born rule (including its geometric generalization)
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is the entropy-maximizing measure constrained by the expectation value of these
measurements.

In statistical mechanics, an instrument is assumed to measure a system. For
instance, an energy meter or volume meter can produce a sequence of measure-
ments whose average converges towards an expectation value, which constitutes
a constraint on the entropy.

Nature allows for geometrically richer measurements and instrumentations
than what is possible to express with simple ”scalar instruments.” For instance,
a ruler, clock, and protractor also admit numerical measurements, but they
contain geometric phase invariances such as the Lorentz invariance.

In the metrological interpretation it is not the wave function but the exis-
tence of such instruments that is taken as axiomatic. Essentially, the laws of
physics are entirely determined by the geometrical richness of the instruments
that can be constructed in nature.

In this study, we interpreted the trace as the expectation value of the eigen-
values of a matrix transformation times the dimension of the vector space. Max-
imizing the entropy under the constraint of this expectation value introduces
various phase-invariances into the resulting probability measure. Specifically,
the constraint

tr

&
0 −b

b 0

'
=

!

q∈Q
tr ρ(q)

&
0 −b(q)

b(q) 0

'
(174)

induces a complex phase invariance into the probability measure ρ(q) =
| exp(−iτb(q))|2, which gives rise to the Born rule and wave function. Moreover,
the constraint

trM =
!

q∈Q
tr ρ(q)M(q) (175)

induces a general linear phase invariance in the probability measure ρ(q) =
det exp (−τM(q)), giving rise to a probability measure supporting multiple
gauges and observables commonly in used in modern physics. In each case,
we can interpret the constraint as an instrument acting on the system. In the
complex phase, we associated the constraint to an incidence counter measuring
a particle or photon. Moreover, in the general linear case, we associated the con-
straint to a measure that is invariant with respect to all changes of coordinates
in the general linear phase.

The complete correspondence between an ordinary system of statistical me-
chanics and ours is as follows.

Table 1: Correspondence
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Concept Statistical Mechanics Geometric Constraint (Ours)

Entropy Boltzmann Shannon
Measure Gibbs Born rule on wave function
Constraint Energy meter Phase-invariant instrument
Micro-state Energy values Possible measurements
Macro-state Equation of state Evolution of the wave function
Experience Ergodic Message of measurements

In the correspondence, the usage of the Shannon entropy instead of the
Boltzmann entropy changes the experience from ergodic to a message (in the
sense of the theory of communication of Claude Shannon[11]) of measurements.
The receipt of such a message by say, an observer, is interpreted as the registra-
tion of a ’click’[12] on a screen or other detecting instrument. Quantum physics
can then be interpreted as the probability measure resulting from maximizing
the entropy of a message of geometrically invariant measurements.

The probabilistic interpretation of the wave function via the Born rule is
inherited from statistical mechanics and results from maximizing the entropy
under geometric constraints. The wave function is also entailed; hence, it is not
considered axiomatic either. However, it is the registration of a measurement
taken by an instrument along with the geometric constraints on the entropy
that is axiomatic.

The axioms of quantum mechanics are recoverable as theorems from the
solution ∂L

∂ρ = 0 for ρ, where,

L = −
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) ln ρ(q) + λ

"

#1−
!

q∈Q
ρ(q)

$

%+ τ

"

#trM−
!

q∈Q
ρ(q) trM(q)

$

% .

(176)

The new axioms are now the geometric constraint, entropy maximization
procedure, and typical tools of statistical mechanics.

Now, let us discuss the wave-function collapse problem:
Specifically, the mathematical foundation of quantum mechanics contains

the following axiom: If the measurement of a quantity O on ψ gives the result
on, then the state immediately after measurement is given by the normalized
projection of ψ onto the eigensubspace of on as

ψ =⇒ Pn |ψ〉3
〈ψ|Pn |ψ〉

(177)

The measurement-collapse problem is superseded as follows: Before the wave
function enters the picture, measurements are assumed to have already been reg-
istered by an instrument and are associated with a geometric constraint, which
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is axiomatic. Registering new measurements in this case does not mean that a
wave function has collapsed, but means that we need to adjust the constraints
and derive a new wave function consistent with them. Since the wave function
is derived by maximizing the entropy constrained by registered measurements,
it never undergoes an update from an uncollapsed state to a collapsed state.
The collapse problem is a sign of attributing an ontology to the wave function;
however, the ontology belongs to the instruments and their measurements —
not the wave function.

For instance, it is by throwing multiple coins into the air and noting that
about half land on head and the other half on tail that we can deduce a cor-
responding probability measure. Such a probability measure cannot be used
to derive the result of the next flip but only its expectation value. Likewise,
here it is the expectation value of measurements that are used to derive the
wave function. The present derivation of the wave function as a solution to a
maximization problem on the entropy under a geometric constraint (themselves
representing expectation values) is mathematically consistent with this under-
standing. The connection to statistical mechanics resets our expectation and
understanding of the Born rule to be a probability measure whose domains is
that of expectation values and not of singular occurrences of events.

6 Conclusion

With geometric constraints, probability measures that support richer geometry
than what was commonly used can now be easily constructed and manipulated,
and this substantially extends the opportunity to capture all modern physics
within a single framework. A theory of gravity and the wave function of the
general linear group are derived, and the Born rule extended to the determinant.
As we have also seen, “casting” the general linear wave function into the defi-
nition of the Dirac current reduces the theory to the SU(2)× U(1) and SU(3)
groups for the first and second satisfying cases of the 4D observable, respec-
tively, thereby recovering the group symmetries associated with the standard
model. These gauge groups do not have to be injected manually and instead
follow uniquely from the most general instrument that can be constructed in
4D, and of the satisfiability condition for observables in 4D.

Finally, we note that more work needs to be done with this theory to com-
plete it; we have only laid its foundations here. For instance, we have not
investigated the complete representation of the particles of the standard model
(only its gauge symmetries), and we have not investigate the interaction picture
of this probability measure in the context of gravity. These elements of study
are reserved for future work.
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